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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to examine the reliability and the learning effect of an isokinetic trunk flexion–extension protocol designed
to simultaneously assess trunk muscle strength and endurance. In addition, the effect of the participants’ sex on the reliability data was examined.
Methods: Fifty-seven healthy and physically active young men (n = 28) and women (n = 29) performed the isokinetic protocol 5 times, separated
by a week between each of the first 4 sessions and by a month between the last 2 sessions. The protocol consisted of performing 4 trials of 15
maximum flexion–extension concentric exertions at 120°/s (range of trunk motion = 50°). The absolute and relative peak torque and total work
were calculated to assess trunk flexion and extension strength. In addition, endurance ratio, modified endurance ratio, fatigue final ratio, recovery
ratio, and modified recovery ratio variables were used for the assessment of trunk muscle endurance in both directions.
Results: Regarding the absolute reliability, no relevant changes were found between paired-comparison sessions for most strength and endurance
variables, except for total work and relative total work variables in the flexion movement in both sexes. In addition, the typical error of the isokinetic
variables was lower than 10% in both males and females, and minimum detectable changes ranged from 7%–20%, with a tendency to be higher
in females and in endurance variables. The strength variables showed high intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC; >0.74); however, for the
endurance variables only the endurance ratio and the modified endurance ratio obtained moderate to high ICC values (0.57 < ICC < 0.82). In
addition, the analysis of the variance reported no significant differences between consecutive pairs of sessions for most variables in both sexes.
Conclusion: Overall, these findings provide clinicians, trainers, and researchers with a 10-min single-session protocol to perform a reliable muscle
strength and endurance evaluation of trunk flexor and extensor muscles, all within the same protocol.
© 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Shanghai University of Sport. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The contribution of the trunk musculature to many sports
(e.g., taekwondo, judo, tennis, golf, baseball, handball, rowing,
etc.)1–5 and daily life activities has aroused considerable inter-
est in trainers, clinicians, and researchers.6,7 In the field of
sports, it is thought that increases in the ability to exert the
maximum trunk muscle force (trunk muscle strength), as well
as the ability to exert trunk muscle force repeatedly or continu-
ously over a long period of time (trunk muscle endurance), can
improve athletic performance1,8,9 and help prevent and treat
back disorders in individuals with trunk muscle weakness.4,10

For these reasons, many field and laboratory protocols have
been developed to assess trunk muscle strength and endurance
in sports, fitness, clinical, and research settings.

For decades, isokinetic dynamometry has been widely used
to measure trunk muscle strength in sports performance1,11,12 as
well as to identify injury risks13,14 and to assess the progress of
rehabilitation programs15,16 in clinical settings. The main reasons
for its popularity are the validity and reliability shown by the
isokinetic instrument,17 the relative and absolute reliability of
the isokinetic strength protocols,18–21 and the ability to measure
different muscle groups while controlling contraction type,
angular velocity, range of motion, body position, number of
repetitions and sets, etc.22 In addition, because previous studies
have not found a learning effect for these protocols,18–21,23–26

participants do not have to carry out a long period of practice
before testing.
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In contrast, trunk muscle endurance has normally been
evaluated using field tests27–30 because they are easy to perform,
do not require large and expensive equipment, and allow
numerous people to be evaluated all at once in a short period of
time. However, several researchers have questioned their use,
especially in the field of sports, for several reasons: (1) the lack
of specificity of some protocols to trunk demands for a particu-
lar sport;7,8,31 (2) the influence of individual anthropometry32

and test practice/experience28 on scores; and (3) the large abso-
lute reliability of most field protocols,32–34 which brings into
question their ability to detect real improvement in the athletic
population.35 Based on the isokinetic dynamometry character-
istics presented here (i.e., instrumental reliability, performance
control, nonlearning effect, etc.), isokinetic trunk endurance
protocols could be an alternative to field tests; however, to the
best of our knowledge there are few studies on isokinetic trunk
endurance,1,36,37 and only the study by Mayer et al.37 has
assessed protocol reliability. In this study, two different trunk
muscle strength and endurance protocols were analyzed, and
only the strength variables showed high reliability, whereas the
reliability of the endurance variables was considerably lower.

Taking into account the lack of isokinetic trunk endurance
protocols and the time constraints in sports and clinical settings,
which make performing several protocols difficult, an
isokinetic trunk flexion–extension protocol was developed to
simultaneously evaluate both trunk muscle strength and trunk
muscle endurance. The protocol was based on those developed
by Mayer et al.37 and has a short execution time (approximately
10 min), which facilitates its use in professional and scientific
fields. Although this protocol has recently been used to show
the contribution of trunk muscle function to high-level perfor-
mance in judo,1 its reliability has not been analyzed. Therefore,
the main purpose of this study was to assess the absolute and
relative reliability and the learning effect of this new isokinetic
trunk flexion–extension protocol. In addition, we examined the
effect of the participants’ sex on the reliability data, because
there are only a few studies on isokinetic trunk dynamometry
that do not show consistent results that have evaluated protocol
reliability depending on the participants’ sex.23–25

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Fifty-seven healthy young volunteers, 28 males (age:
24.1 ± 3.3 years; height: 176 ± 5.2 cm; mass: 75.4 ± 8.6 kg)
and 29 females (age: 22.2 ± 3.8 years; height: 164.1 ± 4.8 cm;
mass: 59.0 ± 7.1 kg), took part in this study. They were physi-
cally active, performing 1–3 h of moderate physical activity
1–3 days per week. Participants, who were recruited from the
university population, took part in a variety of recreational
physical activities such as team sports, aerobic exercises, and
strength workout routines, but none of them was involved in
trunk strength and/or endurance training programs. They com-
pleted a questionnaire about their medical and sports history to
assess their health status and regular physical activity. None of
the participants reported a recent history of back injury,
abdominal surgery, or inguinal hernia, and all participants were
free of neurologic, cardiorespiratory, or musculoskeletal disor-
ders. All subjects were informed of the risks of this study and
signed an informed consent based on the 2013 Declaration of
Helsinki, which was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
university.

2.2. Testing protocol description

The isokinetic trunk protocol was performed on a Biodex
isokinetic dynamometer (Model 2000, System 4 Pro; Biodex
Corporation, Shirley, NY, USA). Participants were placed on
the dual-position back extension–flexion attachment of the
dynamometer with the trunk upright, the hips and knees flexed
at 90°, the thighs parallel to the floor, and the dynamometer axis
of rotation aligned with the imaginary line joining the anterior
superior iliac spines.38 This was considered the anatomic refer-
ence position (Fig. 1). To hold the participant to the dynamom-
eter attachment, adjustable pads were placed behind the head,
the sacrum, and the upper trunk and on the anterior surface of
the tibia; in addition, Velcro straps were placed on the upper
trunk, the thighs, and the pelvis. The trunk range of movement
was limited at 50°, with 30° (−30°) of trunk flexion and 20°
(+20°) of trunk extension, relative to the anatomic reference

Fig. 1. Participant performing a maximum effort of trunk flexion–extension in the isokinetic dynamometer with a range of motion of 50° (−30° trunk flexion; 0°
initial position; 20° trunk extension).
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position (0°) described earlier (Fig. 1). According to Grabiner
et al.,38 ranges of trunk motion no larger than 50° isolate
lumbar motion, reducing hip flexion–extension. Moreover, the
location of the dynamometer axis of rotation at the anterior
superior iliac spine level and the use of the pad behind the
sacrum and the strap on the pelvis minimized hip motion during
the protocol.

The protocol consisted of 4 sets of 15 consecutive maximum
concentric trunk flexion and extension efforts with 1 min rest
between sets.1 It started from the flexion position and was
performed with an angular velocity of 120°/s. This angular
velocity was chosen because it is considered to be safe and
reliable for measuringmechanical work.39 Participants were told
to keep their hands and arms crossed over their chest during the
protocol. In addition, they were instructed to perform the
maximum effort from the beginning of the first set and to
maintain it until the end of the test. Moreover, they were verbally
encouraged with the same indications and intensity across rep-
etitions to exert maximum physical effort throughout the
protocol.20,40

Before testing, participants carried out a warm-up that con-
sisted of 1 set of 10 submaximum trunk flexion–extension
exertions at testing angular velocity (120°/s). This warm-up
period helped participants become familiar with the equipment
and test execution. The overall testing duration was approxi-
mately 10 min.

Taking into account that at least 3 administrations of a pro-
tocol are needed to estimate its reliability accurately,41 each
participant executed 5 testing sessions of the isokinetic trunk
flexion–extension protocol. All the trials were performed at the
same time of the day and were managed by the same researcher.
For each participant, the position on the dynamometer was
recorded in a log sheet during the first testing session and was
controlled across sets (adjusting pads and straps) and testing
sessions to ensure protocol reliability.19–21,40 There was a 1-week
rest period between the first, second, third, and fourth testing
session. However, because a weekly 1-min trunk training
session has shown to be effective to improve trunk flexor endur-
ance in adolescents with no experience in trunk exercise
programs,42 a 1-month rest was given between the fourth and
fifth testing sessions to examine the possible influence of a
training effect on the reliability analysis.

2.3. Data reduction

Fig. 2 shows an example of the force time-history for the
isokinetic trunk protocol. The first 3 repetitions of each set were
discarded to avoid nonreal maximum executions related to the
beginning of the isokinetic performance, because most partici-
pants reached their maximum strength values after the fourth
repetition (82.9% and 72.9% for the extension and flexion
movement, respectively). Therefore, 12 repetitions per set (i.e.,
the fourth to fifteenth) were considered for further analysis.

The absolute (raw scores) and relative (scores divided by
body mass) peak torque (N∙m) and relative peak torque
(N∙m/kg) and the absolute and relative total work (TW)
obtained from the entire set (in joules (J)) and relative total

work (in J/kg) were calculated for each set. Considering that
most participants did not achieve the maximum strength values
during the first set, especially for the extension movement (75%
of the participants), the strength values obtained in the 2 best
sets were averaged for each variable and direction to assess
trunk flexion and extension strength.

In addition, 5 variables were used for the assessment
of trunk muscle endurance in both directions (expressed in
percentages):

1. Endurance ratio (ER), obtained after dividing the work
(W) performed during the last 3 repetitions of each set by
the W performed during the fourth, fifth, and sixth rep-
etition of each set and multiplied by 100.37

ER=
( )

( )
×

∑
∑

W

W

13 14 15

4 5 6
100

, ,

, ,

2. Modified endurance ratio (MER), obtained after dividing
the W performed during the last 3 repetitions of each set
by 3 times the maximumW (MW) reached in any repeti-
tion during the set and multiplied by 100.

MER=
( )

× ( )
×

∑W

MW rep

13 14 15

3
100
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.

3. Fatigue final ratio (FFR), obtained after dividing the W
performed during the last 3 repetitions in the last set by 3
times the maximumW performed in any repetition of any
set and multiplied by 100.1,37

FFR=
( )( )

× ( )( )
×

∑W set

MW rep sets

13 14 15 4

3
100

, ,

.

4. Recovery ratio (RR), obtained after dividing the TW per-
formed during the last set by the TW performed during
the first set and multiplied by 100.37

RR=
( )
( )

×
TW set

TW set

4

1
100

5. Modified recovery ratio (MRR), obtained after dividing
the TW performed during the last set by the maximum
TW (maxTW) performed in any set and multiplied by
100.

MRR=
( )
( )

×
TW set

maxTW sets

4
100

Notice that ER andMER represent the ability to maintain the
force output throughout each set, whereas final fatigue ratio,
recovery ratio, and modified recovery ratio represent the ability
to maintain the force output between sets. Therefore, a lower
value for these variables represents a higher drop in trunk
muscle force throughout the repetitions and/or sets, that is, a
lower endurance score. Because many participants did not show
a force decrement during the first set (mainly in extension
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direction) for ER and MER, the 3 sets with the lowest scores
were averaged for further analyses.

2.4. Statistical analyses

The distribution of raw data sets was checked using the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, which demonstrated that all data
had a normal distribution (p > 0.05). Descriptive statistics
including means and standard deviations were calculated sepa-
rately for each variable for both males and females. Briefly, a 9
(4 strength variables and 5 endurance variables) × 5 (testing
sessions) × 2 (males and females) analysis of variance with
repeated measures in the last factor was used to identify score
differences between sessions (i.e., learning effect). When sig-
nificant differences were obtained, post hoc t test analyses
with Bonferroni adjustments were performed for multiple

comparisons. Mauchly’s test was used to check the assumption
of sphericity of the data.

The detection of a possible heteroskedasticity of the random
error distribution between paired sessions was done with cal-
culation of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between abso-
lute individual test–retest differences and individual means of
each consecutive pair of sessions. No significant correlations
showed the absence of heteroskedasticity, so raw data were used
for the statistical analyses.43,44

To analyze the intersession absolute reliability of each vari-
able, the typical error (TE; within-subject variation) and the
change in the mean (between consecutive pairs of sessions)
with their respective 90% confidence limits and the minimum
detectable change (MDC; 1.5 × TE) were calculated using the
method previously described by Hopkins39 and Hopkins

Fig. 2. Force time-history of a participant for the isokinetic protocol (4 sets × 15 repetitions). As has been explained in section 2.3, the first three repetitions (shaded)
were not used for the data analysis.
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et al.41,45 The absolute reliability was calculated to average the
reliability for the consecutive pairs of trials (2–1, 3–2, 4–3,
5–4). The TE was established using the following formula:
SDdiff/√2, where SDdiff is the standard deviation of the differ-
ence between consecutive pairs of sessions. The change in the
mean was calculated as the mean difference between consecu-
tive pairs of sessions. For the change in the mean, the probabil-
ity that the true value of the effect was positive, trivial, or
negative was inferred as follows: most unlikely, <0.5%; very
unlikely, 1%–5%; unlikely, 5%–25%; possibly, 25%–75%;
likely, 75%–95%; very likely, 95%–99%; and most likely,
>99%.45 The current study considered a “relevant or substan-
tial” change when a change between paired-comparison ses-
sions was statistically significant (p > 0.05) and the probability
of the worthwhile differences was “likely” or higher (>75%;
positive or negative).

The relative reliability of the different measures was ana-
lyzed using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC2,1), cal-
culating 90% confidence limits. According to Hopkins39 and
Hopkins et al.,41,45 the ICC was calculated from the analysis of
variance (F − 1)/(F + k − 1), in which F is the F ratio for the
subject term and k is the number of trials (i.e., 2). The ICC
values were categorized as follows: excellent (0.90–1.00), high
(0.70–0.89), moderate (0.50–0.69), and low (<0.50).46

Statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS statistics
software (version 18.0 for Windows 7; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA), establishing significance as p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results

Descriptive statistics and the change in the mean between
consecutive testing sessions for the isokinetic strength and
endurance variables are displayed in Tables 1 and 2, respec-
tively. For the strength variables in males and females, the
change in the mean was generally above “likely trivial,” except
for specific cases shown in Table 1. Furthermore, the analysis of
variance with repeated measures indicated no significant inter-
action effect among sessions for the extension movement in any
variable or either sex. In contrast, in the flexion movement a few
slightly significant differences were found (Table 1). These
differences were mainly detected when we compared session 1
with the rest of the sessions, because it showed higher strength
values (Fig. 3).

For the endurance variables (Table 2), the changes in the
mean were mainly “possibly trivial” for both males and females
in flexion and extension movements, except for a few cases
shown in Table 2. In addition, the analysis of variance with
repeated measures reported no significant differences between
consecutive pairs of sessions.

Test–retest reliability statistics for the isokinetic strength and
endurance variables (between consecutive pairs of testing ses-
sions (2–1, 3–2, 4–3, 5–4)) are presented in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively. To facilitate result comprehension, data have been
presented as the mean of the 4 paired testing sessions.

The strength variables (Table 3) showed mean ICC values
above 0.74 (0.74 < ICC < 0.91) and meanTE values below 10%
(5% < TE < 10%), whereas minimal detectable change was
lower than 14% (8% <MDC < 14%). Comparing males and

females, similar relative and absolute reliability values were
obtained.

The endurance variables (Table 4) showed lower relative
reliability values compared with strength variables, especially
in females and in trunk flexion movement. However, endurance
ratio and modified endurance ratio for trunk flexion and exten-
sion movements and final fatigue ratio for trunk extension
movement in males, and endurance ratio and modified endur-
ance ratio for trunk extension movement in females, presented
moderate to high mean ICC scores (0.57 < ICC < 0.82).

Regarding absolute reliability, most variables showed mean
values of TE below 10% (4% < TE < 10%), but final fatigue
ratio and recovery ratio in males and females and modified
recovery ratio in females presented mean values that ranged
from 11%–14% (Table 4). Minimal detectable change ranged
from 7%–20%, tending to be higher in females than in males.

4. Discussion

Although isokinetic dynamometry protocols are commonly
used to assess trunk muscle strength in clinical and sports
fields, they have seldom been used to evaluate trunk muscle
endurance.1,36,37 The purpose of this study was to examine the
reliability and the learning effect of an isokinetic protocol
designed to simultaneously assess trunk muscle strength and
endurance in physically active males and females. The main
findings of the current study were the high and moderate rela-
tive reliability for the strength and endurance variables, respec-
tively. Thus, both variables seem adequate for ranking
individuals according to their strength or endurance level.41,47 In

Fig. 3. Evolution of absolute (A) and relative (B) total work throughout the 5
sessions of the study for flexion direction. Asterisks over or under the error bars
mean significant differences between sessions 1 and 2. J, joule.
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addition, strength and endurance variables showed low absolute
reliability values, indicating that they may be useful in detecting
real changes when an intervention (treatment or training) is
applied.41,47 Finally, significant improvements in strength and
endurance variables were not found across sessions, suggesting
that a single testing session could be enough to assess trunk
muscle strength and endurance.

Regarding the relative reliability, isokinetic strength vari-
ables in flexion and extension efforts showed high ICC values

in both males and females (0.74 < ICC < 0.91) (Table 3). These
findings agree with previous studies in which the strength was
measured in different isokinetic conditions (velocity, range of
motion, isokinetic devices, subject placement, etc.).18,20,21,25,37,40,48

Overall, the results of all these studies indicate the robustness
of isokinetic measures in assessment of trunk muscle strength.

Concerning endurance variables, we found moderate to
high ICC values for those variables that assessed the drop in
the performance within sets (endurance ratio and modified

Table 1
Descriptive values (mean ± standard deviation (SD)) for testing session 1, the change in the mean (ChM) between consecutive testing sessions (mean change ± 90%
confidence limits (CL)) and their probabilistic inference about the true magnitude of change for the isokinetic strength variables in males and females.

Variable Session 1
Mean ± SD

Session 2–Session 1 Session 3–Session 2 Session 4–Session 3 Session 5–Session 4

ChM ± CL Inference ChM ± CL Inference ChM ± CL Inference ChM ± CL Inference

Males
PT (N∙m)
Extension 373.02 ± 60.10 1.94 ± 12.20 Likely

trivial
10.02 ± 9.77 Likely

trivial
−11.78 ± 11.49 Possibly

trivial
1.70 ± 9.16 Most likely

trivial
Flexion 227.12 ± 25.25 −5.83 ± 5.08 Possibly

negative
2.76 ± 5.73 Likely

trivial
0.85 ± 6.69 Likely

trivial
−4.23 ± 6.14 Possibly

trivial
RPT

(N∙m/kg)
Extension 4.98 ± 0.77 0.01 ± 0.16 Likely

trivial
0.14 ± 0.13 Possibly

trivial
−0.11 ± 0.13 Possibly

trivial
0.03 ± 0.12 Very likely

trivial
Flexion 3.05 ± 0.44 −0.09 ± 0.07 Possibly

trivial
0.04 ± 0.08 Likely

trivial
0.01 ± 0.09 Likely

trivial
−0.05 ± 0.08 Likely

trivial
TW (J)
Extension 2139.32 ± 501.25 11.06 ± 112.44 Likely

trivial
115.02 ± 77.83 Possibly

positive
−159.81 ± 71.96 Likely

negative
0.27 ± 81.11 Very likely

trivial
Flexion 1147.34 ± 209.54 −78.04 ± 43.10 Likely

negative*
28.14 ± 49.52 Possibly

trivial
−19.00 ± 29.34 Likely

trivial
−22.69 ± 33.17 Likely

trivial
RTW

(J/kg)
Extension 28.48 ± 6.25 0.04 ± 1.50 Likely

trivial
1.52 ± 1.06 Possibly

positive
−2.16 ± 0.97 Likely

negative
0.07 ± 1.12 Likely

trivial
Flexion 15.32 ± 2.78 −1.05 ± 0.54 Likely

negative*
0.37 ± 0.65 Possibly

trivial
−0.37 ± 0.43 Possibly

trivial
−0.29 ± 0.46 Likely

trivial
Females
PT (N∙m)
Extension 249.44 ± 41.97 6.56 ± 8.76 Possibly

trivial
−3.08 ± 9.81 Likely

trivial
−4.97 ± 7.03 Likely

trivial
8.42 ± 8.32 Possibly

trivial
Flexion 173.03 ± 22.30 −9.15 ± 5.99 Likely

negative
2.31 ± 5.72 Likely

trivial
−5.16 ± 6.13 Possibly

negative
−2.17 ± 5.47 Likely

trivial
RPT

(N∙m/kg)
Extension 4.24 ± 0.64 0.10 ± 0.15 Possibly

trivial
−0.05 ± 0.17 Likely

trivial
−0.08 ± 0.12 Likely

trivial
0.13 ± 0.14 Possibly

trivial
Flexion 2.96 ± 0.42 −0.16 ± 0.11 Likely

negative
0.05 ± 0.10 Likely

trivial
−0.08 ± 0.11 Possibly

trivial
−0.03 ± 0.09 Likely

trivial
TW (J)
Extension 1435.26 ± 323.58 69.73 ± 69.59 Possibly

positive
−32.39 ± 55.31 Likely

trivial
−46.82 ± 49.74 Likely

trivial
31.87 ± 63.41 Possibly

trivial
Flexion 701.09 ± 125.96 −50.91 ± 14.43 Most likely

negative*
13.40 ± 20.70 Likely

trivial
5.01 ± 19.55 Likely

trivial
−8.66 ± 21.67 Likely

trivial
RTW

(J/kg)
Extension 24.28 ± 4.68 1.20 ± 14.43 Possibly

positive
−-0.53 ± 20.70 Possibly

trivial
−0.79 ± 19.55 Possibly

trivial
0.38 ± 21.67 Possibly

trivial
Flexion 11.90 ± 1.81 −0.87 ± 0.25 Most likely

negative*
0.25 ± 0.37 Possibly

trivial
0.09 ± 0.32 Likely

trivial
−0.14 ± 0.34 Likely

trivial

Notes: Terms for chances: possibly, 25%–75%; likely, 75%–95%; very likely, 95%–99%; most likely, >99%.
* Significance: p ≤ 0.05.
Abbreviations: PT = peak torque; RPT = relative peak torque; RTW = relative total work; TW = total work.
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endurance ratio (0.57 < ICC < 0.82)), mainly for flexion–
extension movements in males and for extension movements in
females (Table 4). However, those endurance variables that
evaluated the drop in the performance between sets (final
fatigue ratio, recovery ratio, and modified recovery ratio)
obtained low relative reliability values (Table 4). It is possible
that the rest time between sets was enough to allow some
participants to partially recover from the effort performed,
reducing or avoiding the drop in strength between sets in these
participants. In the same way, some participants may have
adopted conservative strategies during the protocol, not per-
forming a maximum effort from the beginning of the protocol,
which can be seen in some participants by the lack of a drop-off
in work performance.37,40 In general, the ICC values obtained in
this study were higher than those found by Mayer et al. using
similar variables (0.35 < ICC < 0.42),37 maybe because in our
protocol participants performed 4 sets and in Mayer et al.’s
protocol participants performed 2 sets.

Regarding the absolute reliability, overall, strength, and
endurance variables showed typical percentage errors close to
or below 10% in both males and females (Tables 3 and 4).

Although there are no clear guidelines to decide the adequate
cutoff that ensures the precision of the measurement, some
authors have suggested that a variability of a measure lower
than 10% could be considered appropriate for clinical and
research purposes.43,49 Therefore, most strength and endurance
variables analyzed in this study seem to have good test–retest
absolute consistency. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
studies have examined the absolute reliability of isokinetic
trunk endurance protocols. In relation to the isokinetic strength
protocols, we found similar18–21 or better23,24,26 absolute reliabil-
ity than previous studies did, which could be due to the fact that
the angular velocities23 and ranges of motion18,21 used in some
of the previous studies were higher than those used in our
protocol (120°/s and 50° trunk motion). In this sense, angular
velocities higher than 120°/s could increase the error between
sessions,23 and large ranges of motion could result in a mis-
alignment between the biological axis of the trunk and the
mechanical axis of the dynamometer.19,24

With the intention of improving the interpretation of the
absolute reliability, the minimum detectable change was
assessed, which in terms of practical applications can be used to

Table 2
Descriptive values (mean ± standard deviation (SD)) for testing session 1, the change in the mean (ChM) between consecutive testing sessions (mean change ± 90%
confidence limits (CL)), and their probabilistic inference about the true magnitude of change for the isokinetic endurance variables in males and females.

Variable Session 1
Mean ± SD

Session 2–Session 1 Session 3–Session 2 Session 4–Session 3 Session 5–Session 4

ChM ± CL Inference ChM ± CL Inference ChM ± CL Inference ChM ± CL Inference

Males
ER (%)
Extension 89.98 ± 12.51 −1.22 ± 2.22 Likely trivial −0.08 ± 2.17 Likely trivial 0.89 ± 2.10 Possibly trivial −0.30 ± 2.71 Likely trivial
Flexion 82.63 ± 6.33 0.29 ± 1.98 Possibly trivial −0.23 ± 2.43 Possibly trivial −2.34 ± 1.89 Possibly negative −0.90 ± 1.92 Possibly trivial
MER (%)
Extension 81.02 ± 7.41 −0.37 ± 1.84 Likely trivial 0.82 ± 1.74 Possibly trivial 0.34 ± 1.96 Likely trivial 0.34 ± 1.90 Likely trivial
Flexion 77.99 ± 5.95 −0.28 ± 1.63 Possibly trivial −0.42 ± 1.93 Possibly trivial −1.49 ± 1.54 Possibly negative 0.18 ± 1.95 Possibly trivial
FFR (%)
Extension 71.30 ± 14.31 −0.34 ± 3.67 Likely trivial −0.39 ± 2.97 Likely trivial 3.38 ± 3.25 Possibly positive −1.22 ± 2.44 Likely trivial
Flexion 62.38 ± 10.10 3.83 ± 4.14 Likely positive 0.51 ± 3.36 Possibly trivial −2.18 ± 2.58 Possibly negative −1.19 ± 3.23 Possibly trivial
RR (%)
Extension 95.96 ± 18.53 −6.06 ± 6.06 Possibly negative −0.84 ± 4.57 Possibly trivial 4.65 ± 4.55 Likely positive −2.52 ± 3.23 Possibly negative
Flexion 81.31 ± 13.16 6.28 ± 5.07 Likely positive −1.42 ± 3.80 Possibly trivial 1.69 ± 4.52 Possibly positive −3.87 ± 4.58 Possibly negative
MRR (%)
Extension 87.79 ± 11.25 −0.70 ± 4.02 Possibly trivial −2.11 ± 3.18 Possibly negative 2.94 ± 3.24 Possibly positive −0.71 ± 2.28 Possibly trivial
Flexion 79.99 ± 10.72 4.31 ± 3.06 Likely positive −1.18 ± 2.73 Possibly negative 1.35 ± 2.89 Possibly trivial −3.28 ± 3.16 Likely positive
Females
ER (%)
Extension 71.30 ± 14.31 −3.39 ± 2.41 Likely negative 1.13 ± 2.18 Possibly trivial 0.02 ± 2.07 Likely trivial −0.62 ± 1.87 Likely trivial
Flexion 62.38 ± 10.10 −2.45 ± 3.11 Possibly negative 0.31 ± 2.66 Possibly trivial 2.34 ± 2.61 Possibly positive −2.26 ± 2.87 Possibly negative
MER (%)
Extension 82.82 ± 6.42 −1.59 ± 1.46 Possibly negative 0.18 ± 2.14 Likely trivial −0.26 ±1.87 Possibly trivial −0.73 ± 1.99 Most likely trivial
Flexion 74.91 ± 6.95 −2.70 ± 3.31 Possibly negative 0.19 ± 2.60 Possibly trivial 1.04 ± 2.66 Possibly trivial −2.17 ± 2.87 Possibly negative
FFR (%)
Extension 76.67 ± 11.77 −2.59 ± 2.18 Possibly negative 0.84 ± 3.16 Possibly trivial −1.10 ±2.82 Possibly trivial −0.14 ± 2.83 Possibly trivial
Flexion 63.04 ± 11.63 −3.87 ± 3.82 Possibly negative −0.15 ± 3.78 Likely trivial 2.16 ± 2.67 Possibly positive −2.91 ± 4.02 Possibly negative
RR (%)
Extension 101.70 ± 18.70 −7.15 ± 4.94 Likely negative 1.07 ± 4.59 Possibly trivial −0.43 ±3.31 Possibly trivial −1.32 ± 4.39 Possibly trivial
Flexion 80.14 ± 12.05 −0.12 ± 4.76 Possibly trivial 1.90 ± 3.66 Possibly trivial 0.59 ± 4.40 Possibly trivial −0.10 ± 6.78 Possibly trivial
MRR (%)
Extension 91.77 ± 8.62 −2.42 ± 1.91 Possibly negative 1.14 ± 3.08 Possibly trivial 0.15 ± 2.42 Possibly trivial −0.76 ± 2.48 Possibly negative
Flexion 78.60 ± 9.95 −1.82 ± 3.47 Possibly trivial 2.39 ± 3.10 Possibly trivial 1.78 ± 3.67 Possibly trivial −1.12 ± 5.33 Most likely trivial

Notes: Terms for chances: possibly, 25%–75%; likely, 75%–95%; very likely, 9%5–99%; most likely, >99%.
*Significance: p ≤ 0.0.
Abbreviations: ER = endurance ratio; FFR = final fatigue ratio; MER = modified endurance ratio; MRR = modified recovery ratio; RR = recovery ratio.
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indicate the limit for the smallest change that indicates a real
improvement in the measurement after an intervention.50 The
results show that changes over 14% in strength variables and
over 20% in endurance variables (Tables 3 and 4) would be
needed to ensure that the observed changes are real changes

rather than measurement errors or participants’ variability. In
addition, the general trivial changes observed between consecu-
tive testing sessions for strength and endurance variables may
support the idea that no systematic error associated with learn-
ing effects occurred.

Table 3
Mean of test–retest reliability statistics between consecutive testing sessions for the isokinetic strength variables for males and females expressed in the original units
of measurement (o.u.) with probabilistic inferences presented for the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).

Variable
(mean)

TE (o.u.)
(mean (90% CL))

TE
(%)

MDC
(o.u.)

MDC
(%)

ICC (o.u.)
(mean (90% CL))

Inference*
ICC

Males
PTEXT 23.56 (20.96–27.06) 6.26 35.34 9.39 0.91 (0.86–0.95) Very high
PTFLE 13.04 (9.16–14.44) 5.83 19.56 8.75 0.79 (0.69–0.87) High
RPTEXT 0.30 (0.27–0.34) 5.95 0.45 8.93 0.90 (0.85–0.94) High
RPTFLE 0.18 (0.16–0.20) 5.89 0.27 8.84 0.83 (0.75–0.90) High
TWEXT 191.68 (170.56–220.13) 8.90 287.52 13.35 0.88 (0.82–0.93) High
TWFLE 86.94 (77.41–100.06) 8.01 130.41 12.02 0.84 (0.76–0.90) High
RTWEXT 2.59 (2.31–2.98) 9.07 3.89 13.61 0.85 (0.77–0.91) High
RTWFLE 1.16 (1.03–1.33) 8.02 1.74 12.03 0.84 (0.75–0.90) High
Females
PTEXT 19.08 (17.03–21.92) 7.52 28.62 11.28 0.86 (0.79–0.91) High
PTFLE 12.99 (11.60–14.92) 8.00 19.49 12.00 0.74 (0.63–0.84) High
RPTEXT 0.32 (0.29–0.37) 7.52 0.48 11.28 0.79 (0.69–0.87) High
RPTFLE 0.23 (0.20–0.26) 8.23 0.35 12.35 0.81 (0.71–0.88) High
TWEXT 133.55 (119.21–153.39) 9.12 200.33 13.68 0.87 (0.80–0.92) High
TWFLE 43.19 (38.53–49.50) 6.46 64.79 9.69 0.87 (0.81–0.92) High
RTWEXT 2.33 (2.08–2.67) 9.38 3.50 14.07 0.80 (0.70–0.88) High
RTWFLE 0.73 (0.65–0.83) 6.39 1.10 9.59 0.84 (0.77–0.91) High

* Terms for ICC magnitudes: low, 0.20–0.50; moderate, 0.50–0.75; high, 0.75–0.90; very high, 0.90–0.99.
Abbreviations: CL = confidence limit; EXT = extension; FLE = flexion; MDC = minimal detectable change; PT = peak torque; RPT = relative peak torque;
RTW = relative total work; TE = typical error; TW = total work.

Table 4
Mean of test–retest reliability statistics between consecutive testing sessions for the isokinetic endurance variables for males and females expressed in the original
units of measurement (o.u.) with probabilistic inferences presented for the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).

Variable TE (o.u.)
(mean (90% CL))

TE
(%)

MDC
(o.u.)

MDC
(%)

ICC (o.u.)
(mean (90% CL))

Inference*
ICC (o.u.)

Males
EREXT 5.06 (4.51–5.83) 5.65 7.59 8.48 0.82 (0.73–0.89) High
ERFLE 4.38 (3.90–5.05) 5.30 6.57 7.95 0.58 (0.43–0.72) Moderate
MEREXT 4.10 (3.64–4.70) 5.03 6.15 7.55 0.69 (0.57–0.81) Moderate
MERFLE 3.85 (3.43–4.45) 4.97 5.78 7.46 0.57 (0.42–0.72) Moderate
FFREXT 6.85 (6.09–7.86) 9.52 10.28 14.28 0.68 (0.55–0.80) Moderate
FFRFLE 7.41 (6.59–8.51) 11.46 11.12 17.19 0.51 (0.35–0.67) Moderate
RREXT 10.08 (8.96–11.62) 11.02 15.12 16.53 0.48 (0.33–0.65) Low
RRFLE 8.46 (7.51–9.77) 10.02 12.69 15.03 0.40 (0.24–0.58) Low
MRREXT 7.11 (6.33–8.17) 8.18 10.67 12.27 0.43 (0.27–0.60) Low
MRRFLE 6.45 (5.75–7.44) 7.80 9.68 11.70 0.52 (0.37–0.68) Moderate
Females
EREXT 4.69 (4.18–5.40) 5.35 7.04 8.03 0.75 (0.64–0.84) High
ERFLE 6.31 (5.63–7.23) 7.93 9.47 11.90 0.32 (0.17–0.50) Low
MEREXT 3.97 (3.54–4.55) 4.88 5.96 7.32 0.63 (0.50–0.76) Moderate
MERFLE 6.43 (5.74–7.37) 8.83 9.65 13.25 0.21 (0.07–0.39) Low
FFREXT 6.20 (5.53–7.11) 8.31 9.30 12.47 0.58 (0.44–0.72) Moderate
FFRFLE 8.03 (7.14–9.21) 13.29 12.05 19.94 0.55 (0.40–0.70) Moderate
RREXT 9.55 (8.48–10.96) 10.01 14.33 15.02 0.55 (0.40–0.70) Moderate
RRFLE 11.09 (9.87–12.71) 13.75 16.64 20.63 0.31 (0.16–0.49) Low
MRREXT 5.58 (4.98–6.41) 6.19 8.37 9.29 0.51 (0.36–0.67) Moderate
MRRFLE 8.79 (7.82–10.07) 11.11 13.19 16.67 0.44 (0.28–0.60) Low

* Terms for ICC magnitudes: low, 0.20–0.50; moderate, 0.50–0.75; high, 0.75–0.90; very high, 0.90–0.99.
Abbreviations: CL, confidence limit; ER = endurance ratio; EXT = extension; FFR = final fatigue ratio; FLE = flexion; MDC = minimal detectable change;
MER = modified endurance ratio; MRR = modified recovery ratio; RR = recovery ratio; TE = typical error.
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Interestingly, the reliability obtained in trunk extension exer-
tions was slightly higher than the reliability observed in trunk
flexion exertions, mainly in endurance variables. In the present
study, the differences between extension and flexion directions
could be due to the structure of the dynamometer used. The
Biodex isokinetic dynamometer has a rigid support both in the
back and in the front of the legs (Fig. 1), helping participants to
consistently transmit the forces from the lower extremities to
the trunk during extension exertions. However, the dynamom-
eter does not have these rigid structures on the chest or behind
the legs, which could make the performance of maximum
flexion exertions more difficult and, therefore, less consistent.
In this sense, with the goal of enhancing flexion exertion reli-
ability, it would be interesting to modify the dynamometer
structure by implementing a rigid support on the chest and
behind the legs to allow better force transmission in both phases
of the movement.

Regarding reliability differences between males and
females, both samples presented similar relative and absolute
reliability values. These results support those previously
obtained by Delitto et al.23 but differ from those by Dvir et al.20

and Keller et al.,24,25 who found higher reliability values for
females and males, respectively. In addition, most isokinetic
studies of other muscle groups have shown worse reliability
results in males than in females, probably as a result of a higher
difficulty of controlling the males’ body position during the
protocol. In this sense, the higher anthropometric dimensions
and the higher experience in maximum efforts of some males in
these studies may have allowed them to exert higher forces,25 so
inappropriate strapping could have changed the initial position,
affecting the pelvic axis alignment.19,24,40 On the contrary, the
lack of reliability differences between sexes in the current study
could be caused by (1) an adequate position standardization in
the attachment of the dynamometer via the different adjustable
pads and straps used; (2) the control of body position across the
sets; and/or (3) similar male and female experience with per-
forming maximum efforts, which could decrease the differ-
ences between them. Although males and females obtained
similar reliability values, both samples showed large differ-
ences in trunk muscle performance (Tables 1 and 2). Males
showed higher trunk flexion and extension strength and higher
trunk flexion endurance than females, but no sex differences
were observed for trunk extension endurance.

For a comprehensive analysis of isokinetic protocol reliabil-
ity, the learning effect was assessed through 5 testing sessions.
Although a few significant differences were found for total
work and relative total work, generally the strength and endur-
ance variables showed no significant differences between ses-
sions in both sexes (Tables 1 and 2), demonstrating the
consistency of the measurements. In addition, when small dif-
ferences were found for the strength variables, a reduction
between the first and the rest of the sessions was observed
(Fig. 3), which cannot be interpreted as a learning effect of the
protocol. The reason for this decrease may be the lack of moti-
vation of the participants because of the extensive and intensive
demands of the protocol (i.e., 4 × 15 maximum flexion–
extension exertions) and the long study duration (i.e., 5 testing

sessions in 8 weeks). Therefore, only 1 session would be
enough to obtain reliable strength and endurance values in this
protocol. These results are supported by previous studies that
also analyzed strength variables and found no significant dif-
ferences between sessions.18–21,23–26

Application of the data of this study is limited to healthy and
physically active young males and females. Future investiga-
tions should include individuals with different spinal condi-
tions, ages, physical activity levels, and so on. In this sense,
because of the high physical demands of this protocol, some
modifications may be needed for untrained individuals or those
with low back injury (e.g., increasing warm-up duration, reduc-
ing angular velocity and number of sets, etc.). In addition, as
has been explained earlier, our results are influenced by the
characteristics of the dynamometer used in this study (e.g.,
adjustable pads and straps, rigid supports, etc.). Thus, if this
protocol is carried out using other dynamometers, it would be
advisable to perform new reliability analyses. Another limita-
tion of this study is that the participants’ body mass was mea-
sured only in the first testing session. Although researchers did
not appreciate significant weight variations in the participants,
and the reliability of the relative peak torque and relative total
work (variables that depend on a participant’s body mass) was
high, anthropometry changes throughout the study could affect
our results.

5. Conclusion

The findings of this study provide trainers and researchers
with a 10-min single-session protocol to perform a reliable
muscle strength and endurance evaluation of trunk flexor and
extensor muscles, all within the same protocol. Based on the
good reliability results obtained for all strength variables, any of
them could be used to assess trunk muscle strength in physi-
cally active young males and females. However, regarding the
endurance variables, endurance ratio and modified endurance
ratio showed the best reliability results, mainly in the extension
direction and in males.
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